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ABSTRACT
Agriculture is the major source for the largest population in India to earn money
and carry out their livelihood. Precision agriculture is already adopted in other
countries, but we still need to involve IoT and cloud computing technologies for better
production of crops. IoT will be beneficial to connect the devices collect and distribute
the information. Cloud adoption is expected to increase significantly in near future due
to improved cloud hosting facilities and faster internet speeds. Together they will be
able to give required information along with the consideration of reduction in cost
which will be beneficial to farmers. In this system, an automatic Smart Irrigation
Decision Support System, SIDSS, is proposed to manage irrigation in agriculture. Our
system estimates the weekly irrigations needs of a plantation, on the basis of both soil
measurements and climatic variables gathered by several autonomous nodes deployed
in field. This enables a closed loop control scheme to adapt the decision support system
to local perturbations and estimation errors.
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Internet of things (IOT) and Cloud Computing for Agriculture

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nation (FAO) predicts
that the global population will reach 8 billion people by 2025 and 9.6 billion people by
2050. In order to keep pace, food production must increase by 70 percent by 2050
globally. India is a large agricultural country, and agricultural production has an
important impact on national food security also. Compared with developed countries in
the world, the area of farmland per capita is far lower than the average level in the
world and the production value per capita and land yield per unit are also on a lower
level in case of India. Thus, to face challenges of food production, we need to develop
methods to produce more output with the limited available natural resources.
The resurfacing of global recession has caused ripples across both the
developed and the developing economies. Agriculture sector will have to be much more
efficient and resilient to ensure global food security. Indian farmers are at great
disadvantage in terms of size of farms, technology, trade, government policies, etc.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) can mitigate some of the problems
of farmers. After the World Wide Web (of the 1990s) and the mobile Internet (of the
2000s), we are now heading to the third and potentially most “disruptive” phase of the
Internet revolution—the “Internet of Things” (IOT) which is also known as
“Ubiquitous Computing. IOT applications encompass diverse areas including
agriculture, healthcare, retail, transport, environment, supply chain management,
infrastructure monitoring etc. Applications in agriculture include soil and plant
monitoring, greenhouse environ monitoring and control systems, monitoring of food
supply chain, monitoring of animals, etc. Precision farming equipment with wireless
links to data collected from remote satellites and ground sensors can take into account
crop conditions and adjust the way each individual part of a field is farmed—for
instance, by spreading extra fertilizer on areas that need more nutrients (Chui et al.,
2010). The networking of things or physical objects must be cost effective and useful to
the end users for acceptance and wide scale adoption of IOT. Global ICT
Standardization Forum for India has listed the potential benefits of IOT as:
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(i)

Improved performance, visibility and scalability,

(ii)

Better and more cost effective service,

(iii)

Transparency of physical flows and detailed status information,

(iv)

Enhanced efficiency, accuracy, mobility and automation.

1.1 Concept of IOT
The term “Internet of Things” (IoT) was first used in 1999 by British
technology pioneer Kevin Ashton to describe a system in which objects in the physical
world could be connected to the Internet by sensors. Ashton coined the term to
illustrate the power of connecting Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) tags used in
corporate supply chains to the Internet in order to count and track goods without the
need for human intervention. Today, the Internet of Things has become a popular term
for describing scenarios in which Internet connectivity and computing capability extend
to a variety of objects, devices, sensors, and everyday items.
While the term “Internet of Things” is relatively new, the concept of combining
computers and networks to monitor and control devices has been around for decades.
By the late 1970s, for example, systems for remotely monitoring meters on the
electrical grid via telephone lines were already in commercial use. In the 1990s,
advances in wireless technology allowed “machine–to–machine” (M2M) enterprise and
industrial solutions for equipment monitoring and operation to become widespread.
Many of these early M2M solutions, however, were based on closed purpose–built
networks and proprietary or industry–specific standards, rather than on Internet
Protocol (IP)–based networks and Internet standards.
In the popular mindset, the World Wide Web has almost become synonymous
with the Internet itself. Web technologies facilitate most interactions between people
and content, making it a defining characteristic of the current Internet experience. The
Web-based experience is largely characterized by the active engagement of users
downloading and generating content through computers and smartphones. If the growth
projections about IoT become reality, we may see a shift towards more passive Internet
interaction by users with objects such as car components, home appliances and selfmonitoring devices; these devices send and receive data on the user’s behalf, with little
human intervention or even awareness.
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IoT may force a shift in thinking if the most common interaction with the
Internet -- and the data derived and exchanged from that interaction -- comes from
passive engagement with connected objects in the broader environment. The potential
realization of this outcome – a “hyperconnected world” -- is a testament to the generalpurpose nature of the Internet architecture, which does not place inherent limitations on
the applications or services that can make use of the technology.
The Internet of Things (IOT) is a worldwide network of intercommunicating
devices. It integrates the ubiquitous communications, pervasive computing, and
ambient intelligence. IOT is a vision where “things”, especially everyday objects, such
as all home appliances, furniture, clothes, vehicles, roads and smart materials, etc. are
readable, recognizable, locatable, addressable and/or controllable via the Internet. This
will provide the basis for many new applications, such as energy monitoring, transport
safety systems or building security. This vision will surely change with time, especially
as synergies between Identification Technologies, Wireless Sensor Networks,
Intelligent Devices and Nanotechnology will enable a number of advanced
applications. Innovative use of technologies such as RFID, NFC, ZigBee and
Bluetooth, are contributing to create a value proposition for stakeholders of IOT.
Internet of Things will connect the world’s objects in both a sensory and
intelligent

manner

through

combining

technological

developments

in

item

identification (“tagging things”), sensors and wireless sensor networks (“feeling
things”), embedded systems (“thinking things”) and nanotechnology (“shrinking
things”). In 2005, Wal-Mart and the U.S. Department of Defense demanded that their
major contractors and suppliers mark their shipments with RFID tags for inventory
control. The explosion of the RFID market in 2005 marked the dawn of the thinking
about the Internet of Things.

1.2 Prerequisites of IOT Applications in Agriculture
The Accessible, Affordable, Interactive crowd sourcing platform for sustainable
agriculture would provide a means for sharing information regarding traditional
sustainable agricultural methods, techniques, tools, tips, etc. and allow Interactivity and
offline data entry for consolidated information upload. Addressing the food
security/water security With sustainable agriculture, the solution must provide
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supplementary information/services such as third-party agricultural, Micro-finance
services, etc. for farmers. It must also provide a centralized repository for a variety of
information such as traditional sustainable farming techniques, crop diseases, etc.
coming through various sources, allow interactive farming, easy access to users over
various devices such as mobile phones, IVR, computers and kiosks in addition to
providing multi-lingual support of traditional practices with modern value. The system
should meet the following requirements:
1.

Robust Models: The characteristic features of agriculture sector such as
diversity, complexity spatio-temporal variability, and uncertainties have to be
considered in developing the right kinds of products and services.

2.

Scalability: The size of farms varies from small to large, and hence the
solutions should be scalable. The testing and deployment happen in stages and
therefore the architecture should be able to scale up incrementally with less
overheads.

3.

Affordability: Affordability is the key to success. The cost has to be appropriate
with substantial benefits. Standardized platforms, tools, products and services
can bring the cost down with increased volumes.

4.

Sustainability: The issue of sustainability is vital because of intense economic
pressure and fierce global competition.

1.3 Structure o f IOT For Agriculture

Figure 1.1 The Technologies Involved In Smart Farming Towards
Smart Farming –Agriculture Embraces the IOT
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The system has three layers, namely, sensor layer, transport layer, application
layer. Their functions are as follows:
1.

Sensor/Information Collection Layer: The main task of this layer is to achieve
automatic and real-time transformation of the physical figures of real-world
agricultural production into digital information or data that can be processed in
virtual world through various means. The information categorise that Internet of
Things for Agriculture collects are:


Agricultural sensor information: temperature, humidity, pressure, gas
concentrations and vital signs, etc.



Agricultural products attribute information: name, model, feature and
price, etc.



Agricultural working status information: operating parameters of
apparatus, equipment, etc.



Agricultural location information: location of products, etc.

The main task of Information collection layer is to mark the various kinds of
information, and collect the marked information and the physical information in
the real world by sensing techniques, and then transform them to digital
information for processing. Information collection layer involves these
techniques: two-dimension code labels and readers, RFID tags and readers,
cameras, GPS sensors, terminals, cable networks, sensor networks and wireless
networks.
2.

Transport/Network Layer: The main task of this layer is to collect and
summarize the agricultural information acquired through Sensor Layer for
processing. Transport Layer is the nerve centre and cerebra of Internet of
Things for Agriculture, transmitting and processing data. The network layer
includes the integration of the Internet network and telecommunication,
network management centre, information centre and intelligent processing
centres.

3.

Application Layer: The main task of this layer is to analyze and process the
information collected so as to cultivate digital awareness of the real word. It is a
combination of IOT and Agricultural Market intelligence.
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1.4 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the buzzword today in the IT world. The most appropriate
definition of cloud computing is provided by Borko Furht of Florida Atlantic
University, who defines it as “a new style of computing in which dynamically scalable
and often virtualised resources are provided as a service over the Internet.” The
integration of IOT and cloud computing is of great significance. Cloud computing
powerful storage, processing and service ability, combined with the IOT’s ability of
information collection, composes a real network between people and items and the
items themselves.
Cloud computing is a computing paradigm, where a large pool of systems are
connected in private or public networks, to provide dynamically scalable infrastructure
for application, data and file storage. With the advent of this technology, the cost of
computation, application hosting, content storage and delivery is reduced significantly.
Cloud computing is a practical approach to experience direct cost benefits and it has the
potential to transform a data center from a capital-intensive set up to a variable priced
environment.
The idea of cloud computing is based on a very fundamental principal of
reusability of IT capabilities'. The difference that cloud computing brings compared to
traditional concepts of “grid computing”, “distributed computing”, “utility computing”,
or “autonomic computing” is to broaden horizons across organizational boundaries.
Despite differences in defining Cloud computing, there is at least a common
understanding that a layered architecture exists. The number of layers is not fixed and
the foundation is versatile hardware. The lowest layer comprises the hardware, on top
of that comes the software platform and on top of which is built the software layer. All
these layers expose their functionality to the layer above as a service via well defined
APIs. These layers are called, starting from the lowermost layer, Infrastructure-as-aService (IAAS), Platform-as-a-Service (PAAS) and Software-as-a-Service (SAAS).
Data is one of the most important components of this stack and providing data as
service has a huge potential, especially to the geospatial world. Data as a Service
(DAAS) is less talked about compared to the above mentioned layers. As many vendors
are now offering cloud based services in one or all of these layers and since the
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research community is keen to utilize the potential of the cloud, the importance of data
availability as a service is of great interest, especially for geographical data. The
concept of DAAS is to provide valuable data as a service over the internet on a pay per
use basis.

Figure 1.2 Overview of wireless sensor network.

1.4.1 Cloud Computing Models
Cloud Providers offer services that can be grouped into three categories.
1.

Software as a Service (SaaS): In this model, a complete application is offered to
the customer, as a service on demand. A single instance of the service runs on
the cloud & multiple end users are serviced. On the customers

side, there is no

need for upfront investment in servers or software licenses, while for the
provider, the costs are lowered, since only a single application needs to be
hosted & maintained. Today SaaS is offered by companies such as Google,
Salesforce, Microsoft, Zoho, etc.
2.

Platform as a Service (Paas): Here, a layer of software, or development
environment is encapsulated & offered as a service, upon which other higher
levels of service can be built. The customer has the freedom to build his own
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applications,

which run on the provider s

infrastructure. To

meet

manageability and scalability requirements of the applications, PaaS providers
offer a predefined combination of OS and application servers, such as LAMP
platform (Linux, Apache, MySql and PHP), restricted J2EE, Ruby etc. Google’s
App Engine, Force.com, etc are some of the popular PaaS examples.
3.

Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas): IaaS provides basic storage and computing
capabilities as standardized services over the network. Servers, storage systems,
networking equipment, data centre space etc. are pooled and made available to
handle workloads. The customer would typically deploy his own software on
the infrastructure. Some common examples are Amazon, GoGrid, 3 Tera, etc.

Figure 1.3 Cloud Models

1.4.2 Understanding Public and Private Clouds
Enterprises can choose to deploy applications on Public, Private or Hybrid
clouds. Cloud Integrators can play a vital part in determining the right cloud path for
each organization.

1.4.3 Public Cloud
Public clouds are owned and operated by third parties; they deliver superior
economies of scale to customers, as the infrastructure costs are spread among a mix of
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users, giving each individual client an attractive low-cost, “Pay-as-you-go” model. All
customers share the same infrastructure pool with limited configuration, security
protections, and availability variances. These are managed and supported by the cloud
provider. One of the advantages of a Public cloud is that they may be larger than an
enterprises cloud, thus providing the ability to scale seamlessly, on demand.

1.4.4 Private Cloud
Private clouds are built exclusively for a single enterprise. They aim to address
concerns on data security and offer greater control, which is typically lacking in a
public cloud. There are two variations to a private cloud:
On-premise Private Cloud: On-premise private clouds, also known as internal clouds
are hosted within one s own data center. This model provides a more standardized
process and protection, but is limited in aspects of size and scalability. IT departments
would also need to incur the capital and operational costs for the physical resources.
This is best suited for applications which require complete control and configurability
of the infrastructure and security.
Externally hosted Private Cloud: This type of private cloud is hosted externally with
a cloud provider, where the provider facilitates an exclusive cloud environment with
full guarantee of privacy. This is best suited for enterprises that don t prefer a public
cloud due to sharing of physical resources.

1.4.5 Hybrid Cloud
Hybrid Clouds combine both public and private cloud models. With a Hybrid
Cloud, service providers can utilize 3rd party Cloud Providers in a full or partial
manner thus increasing the flexibility of computing. The Hybrid cloud environment is
capable of providing on-demand, externally provisioned scale. The ability to augment a
private cloud with the resources of a public cloud can be used to manage any
unexpected surges in workload.

1.4.6 Cloud Computing Benefits
Enterprises would need to align their applications, so as to exploit the
architecture models that Cloud Computing offers.
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Some of the typical benefits are listed below:
1.

Reduced Cost
There are a number of reasons to attribute Cloud technology with lower costs.
The billing model is pay as per usage; the infrastructure is not purchased thus
lowering maintenance. Initial expense and recurring expenses are much lower
than traditional computing.

2.

Increased Storage
With the massive Infrastructure that is offered by Cloud providers today,
storage & maintenance of large volumes of data is a reality. Sudden workload
spikes are also managed effectively & efficiently, since the cloud can scale
dynamically.

3.

Flexibility
This is an extremely important characteristic. With enterprises having to adapt,
even more rapidly, to changing business conditions, speed to deliver is critical.
Cloud computing stresses on getting applications to market very quickly, by
using the most appropriate building blocks necessary for deployment.

Cloud Computing Challenges
Despite its growing influence, concerns regarding cloud computing still remain.
In our opinion, the benefits outweigh the drawbacks and the model is worth exploring.
Some common challenges are:
1.

Data Protection
Data Security is a crucial element that warrants scrutiny. Enterprises are
reluctant to buy an assurance of business data security from vendors. They fear
losing data to competition and the data confidentiality of consumers. In many
instances, the actual storage location is not disclosed, adding onto the security
concerns of enterprises. In the existing models, firewalls across data centers
(owned by enterprises) protect this sensitive information. In the cloud model,
Service providers are responsible for maintaining data security and enterprises
would have to rely on them.
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2.

Data Recovery and Availability
All business applications have Service level agreements that are stringently
followed. Operational teams play a key role in management of service level
agreements

and

runtime

governance

of

applications.

In

production

environments, operational teams support


Appropriate clustering and Fail over



Data Replication



System monitoring (Transactions monitoring, logs monitoring and
others) Maintenance (Runtime Governance)



Disaster recovery



Capacity and performance management

If, any of the above mentioned services is under-served by a cloud provider, the
damage & impact could be severe.
3.

Management Capabilities
Despite there being multiple cloud providers, the management of platform and
infrastructure is still in its infancy. Features like „Auto-scaling

for example,

are a crucial requirement for many enterprises. There is huge potential to
improve on the scalability and load balancing features provided today.
Regulatory and Compliance Restrictions
In some of the European countries, Government regulations do not allow
customer's personal information and other sensitive information to be physically
located outside the state or country. In order to meet such requirements, cloud providers
need to setup a data centre or a storage site exclusively within the country to comply
with regulations. Having such an infrastructure may not always be feasible and is a big
challenge for cloud providers.
With cloud computing, the action moves to the interface — that is, to the
interface between service suppliers and multiple groups of service consumers. Cloud
services will demand expertise in distributed services, procurement, risk assessment
and service negotiation — areas that many enterprises are only modestly equipped to
handle.
Department of E & C, TCE Gadag.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY
[1]

A flexible classification approach with optimal generalisation performance
support vector machines
“Belousov, A.I., Verzakov, S.A., von Frese, J”( 2002) Measuring a larger
number of variables simultaneously becomes more and more easy and thus
widespread.

Obtaining

a

sufficient

number

of training

samples

or

measurements, on the other hand, is still time-consuming and costly in many
cases. Therefore, the problem of efficient learning from a limited training set
becomes increasingly important. Support vector machines (SVM) as a recent
approach to classification address this issue within the framework of statistical
learning theory. They implement classifiers of an adjustable flexibility, which is
automatically and in a principled way, optimised on the training data for a good
generalisation performance. The approach is introduced and its learning
behaviour examined.
[2]

A fuzzy decision support system for irrigation and water conservation in
agriculture Cardenas-Lailhacar, B., Dukes, M.D(2010) Since agriculture is
the major water consumer, web services have been developed to provide the
farmers with considerate irrigation suggestions. This study improves an existing
irrigation web service, based on the IRRINET model, by describing a protocol
for the field implementation of a fully automated irrigation system. We
demonstrate a Fuzzy Decision Support System to improve the irrigation, given
the infor-mation on the crop and site characteristics. It combines a predictive
model of soil moisture and an inference system computing the most appropriate
irrigation action to keep this above a prescribed "safe" level. Three crops were
used for testing the system: corn, kiwi, and potato. This Fuzzy Decision Support
System (FDSS) favourably compared with an existing agricultural model and
data-base (IRRINET). The sensitivity of the FDSS was tested with random
rainfall and also in this extended case the water saving was confirmed.
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[3]

Neural computing modeling of the reference crop evapotranspiration
“Adeloye, A.J., Rustum, R., Kariyama, I.D.”(2012) In order to better manage
the limited water resources in arid regions, accurate determination of plant
water requirements is necessary. For that, the evaluation of reference
evapotranspiration (ET0)—a basic component of the hydrological cycle—is
essential. In this context, the Penman Monteith equation, known for its
accuracy, requires a high number of climatic parameters that are not always
fully available from most meteorological stations. Our study examines the
effectiveness of the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) for the evaluation
of ET0 using incomplete meteorological parameters. These neural networks use
daily climatic data (temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and the
insolation duration) as inputs, and ET0 values estimated by the PenmanMonteith formula as outputs. The results show that the proper choice of neural
network architecture allows not only error minimization but also maximizes the
relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables. In
fact, with a network of two hidden layers and eight neurons per layer, we
obtained, during the test phase, values of 1, 1 and 0.01 for the determination
coefficient, the criterion of Nash and the mean square error, respectively.
Comparing results between multiple linear regression and the neural method
revealed the good modeling quality and high performance of the latter, due to
the possibility of improving performance criteria. In this work, we considered
correlations between input variables that improve the accuracy of the model and
do not pose problems of multi-collinearity. Furthermore, we succeeded in
avoiding overfitting and could generalize the model for other similar areas.

[4]

Stem water potential estimation of drip-irrigated early-maturing peach
trees under Mediterranean conditions
“Abrisqueta, I., Conejero, W., Valdés-Vela, M., Vera, J., Ortuño, M.F.,
Ruiz-Sánchez, M.C.,”( 2015) In the last decade deficit irrigation strategies
allowed growers to deal with water shortages, while monitoring stem water
potential (system) is deemed essential for maximising fruit yield and quality.
However, because of the intensive labour involved in measuring system,
alternative methods are desirable. The experiment described was conducted in
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Murcia (Spain) with adult peach trees (Prunus persica (L.) Batsch cv.
Flordastar) submitted to different drip irrigation treatments, measuring system
with a pressure chamber and the soil water content with a neutron probe. Agrometeorological variables were recorded. Seasonal patterns of stem water
potential provide a useful diagnostic tool for irrigation management in peach
trees. Rainfall events and the meteorological conditions prevailing in autumn
pointed to the resilient nature of the peach cultivar studied. Fitting system by
linear regression analysis as a function of soil and atmosphere yielded a
significant correlation, with the soil water content being the main contributor to
estimating system. Linear regression analysis highlighted the importance of
considering plant water status as a function of the peach tree cultivar, the
atmospheric conditions in which it develops and the soil water conditions
resulting from irrigation. A multiple linear regression equation based on soil
water content in the soil profile, mean daily air vapour pressure deficit (VPDm)
and growing degree hours (GDH) data explained 72% of the variance in system,
and is proposed as an alternative to the field measurement of system.
[5]

Development of an intelligent environmental knowledge system for
sustainable agricultural decision support.
“Campos, I., Balbontín, C., González-Piqueras, J., González-Dugo, M.P.,
Neale, C.M.U., Calera, A”( 2016) The purpose of this research was to develop
a knowledge recommendation architecture based on unsupervised machine
learning and unified resource description framework (RDF) for integrated
environmental sensory data sources. In developing this architecture, which is
very useful for agricultural decision support systems, we considered web based
large-scale dynamic data mining, contextual knowledge extraction, and
integrated knowledge representation methods. Five different environmental data
sources were considered to develop and test the proposed knowledge
recommendation framework called Intelligent Environmental Knowledgebase
(i-EKbase); including Bureau of Meteorology SILO, Australian Water
Availability Project, Australian Soil Resource Information System, Australian
National Cosmic Ray Soil Moisture Monitoring Facility, and NASA's Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer. Unsupervised clustering techniques
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based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Fuzzy-C-Means (FCM) and
Self-organizing map (SOM) were used to create a 2D colour knowledge map
representing the dynamics of the i-EKbase to provide ''prior knowledge'' about
the integrated knowledgebase. Prior availability of recommendations from the
knowledge base could potentially optimize the accessibility and usability issues
related to big data sets and minimize the overall application costs.
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CHAPTER 3

PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 Block Diagram Description

Figure 3.1 Block diagram description.

3.1.1 Microcontroller (8051)
The Intel 8051 microcontroller is one of the most popular general purpose
microcontrollers in use today. The success of the Intel 8051 spawned a number of
clones which are collectively referred to as the MCS-51 family of microcontrollers,
which includes chips from vendors such as Atmel, Philips, Infineon, and Texas
Instruments. The Intel 8051 is an 8-bit microcontroller which means that most available
operations are limited to 8 bits. There are 3 basic "sizes" of the 8051: Short, Standard,
and Extended. The Short and Standard chips are often available in DIP (dual in-line
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package) form, but the Extended 8051 models often have a different form factor, and
are not "drop-in compatible". All these things are called 8051 because they can all be
programmed using 8051 assembly language, and they all share certain features
(although the different models all have their own special features).
The 8051 microcontroller is employed and the program is down loaded in the
ROM, the 8051 receives the signal from the input port and executes the instructions
stored in the ROM an sends the signal through the output port to the driver IC’s to
control the different o/PS such as buzzer, motor control and the appliance control and
the status of load is displayed on the LCD.
Choosing a microcontroller
There are four major 8-bit microcontrollers. They are: Motorola’s 6811, Intel’s
8051, Zilog’s Z8, and PIC 16X from Microchip Technology.

Each of the above

microcontrollers has a unique instruction set and register set; therefore, they are not
compatible with each other. Programs written for one will not run on the others.
There are also 16-bit and 32-bit microcontrollers made by various chip makers.
With all these different microcontrollers made by various chip makers. With all these
different microcontrollers, what criteria do designers consider in choosing one? Three
criteria in choosing microcontrollers are as follows:
(1)

Meeting the computing needs of the task at hand efficiently and cost effectively,

(2)

Availability of software development tools such as compilers, assemblers and
debuggers, and

(3)

Wide availability and reliable sources of the microcontroller. Next we
elaborate further on each of the above criteria.

Criteria for choosing a microcontroller:
1.

The first and foremost criterion in choosing a microcontroller is that it must
meet the task at hand efficiently and cost effectively. In analyzing the needs of
a microcontroller-based project, we must first see whether an 8-bit, 16-bit, or
32-bit microcontroller can best handle the computing needs of the task most
effectively. Among other considerations in this category are:
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(a)

Speed:-What is the highest speed that the microcontroller supports?

(b)

Packaging: -Does it come in 40-pin DIP (dual inline package) or a QFP
(quad flat package), or some other packaging format? This is important
in terms of space, assembling, and prototyping the end product.

(c)

Power consumption:-This is especially critical for battery-powered
products.

(d)

The amount of RAM and ROM on chip.

(e)

The number of I/O pins and timer on the chip.

(f)

How easy it is to upgrade higher-performance or lower powerconsumption versions.

(g)

Cost per unit: - This is important in terms the final cost of the product in
which

a

microcontroller

is

used.

For

example,

there

are

microcontrollers that cost 50 cents per unit when purchased100,000
units at a time.
2.

The second criterion in choosing a microcontroller is how easy it is to develop
products around it. Key considerations include availability of an assembler,
debugger, a code-efficient C language compiler, emulator, technical support,
and both in-house and outside expertise. In many cases, third-party vendor (that
is, a supplier other than the chip manufacturer) support for the chip is as good
as, if not better than, support from the chip manufacturer.

3.

The third criterion in choosing a microcontroller is its ready availability in
needed quantities both now and in future. For some designers this is even more
important than the first two criteria.

Currently, of the leading 8-bit

microcontrollers, the 8051 family has the largest number of diversified
(multiple source) suppliers.

By supplier is meant a producer besides the

originator of the microcontroller. In the case of the 8051, which was originated
by Intel, several companies also currently produce (or have produced in the
past) the 8051. These companies include: Intel, Atmel, Philips/Signets, AMD,
Siemens, Marta, and Dallas Semiconductor.
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It should be noted that Motorola, Zilog, and Microchip Technology have all
dedicated massive resources to ensure wide and timely availability of their
product since their product is stable, mature, and single sourced. In recent years
they also have begun to sell the ASIC library cell of the microcontroller.
Some of the features that have made the 8051 popular are:



4 KB on chip program memory.



128 bytes on chip data memory(RAM)



32 bytes devoted to register banks



16 bytes of bit-addressable memory



80 bytes of general-purpose memory



4 reg banks.



128 user defined software flags.



8-bit data bus



16-bit address bus



16 bit timers (usually 2, but may have more, or less).



3 internal and 2 external interrupts.



Bit as well as byte addressable RAM area of 16 bytes.



Four 8-bit ports, (short models have two 8-bit ports).



16-bit program counter and data pointer.



1 Microsecond instruction cycle with 12 MHz Crystal.
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Figure 3.2 Pin diagram of 8051 microcontroller.

3.1.2 Port Descriptions
PIN 9: PIN 9 is the reset pin which is used to reset the microcontroller’s internal
registers and ports upon starting up. (Pin should be held high for 2 machine cycles.)
PINS 18 & 19: The 8051 has a built-in oscillator amplifier hence we need to only
connect a crystal at these pins to provide clock pulses to the circuit.
PIN 40 and 20: Pins 40 and 20 are VCC and ground respectively. The 8051 chip needs
+5V 500mA to function properly, although there are lower powered versions like the
Atmel 2051 which is a scaled down version of the 8051 which runs on +3V.
PINS 29, 30 & 31: As described in the features of the 8051, this chip contains a builtin flash memory. In order to program this we need to supply a voltage of +12V at pin
31. If external memory is connected then PIN 31, also called EA/VPP, should be
connected to ground to indicate the presence of external memory. PIN 30 is called ALE
(address latch enable), which is used when multiple memory chips are connected to the
controller and only one of them needs to be selected.We will deal with this in depth in
the later chapters. PIN 29 is called PSEN. This is "program store enable". In order to
use the external memory it is required to provide the low voltage (0) on both PSEN and
EA pins.
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Pin 29: If we uses an external ROM then it should has a logic 0 which indicates Micro
controller to read data from memory.
Pin 30: This Pin is used for ALE that is Address Latch Enable. If we uses multiple
memory chips then this pin is used to distinguish between them. This Pin also gives
program pulse input during programming of EPROM.
Pin 31: If we have to use multiple memories then by applying logic 1 to this pin
instructs Micro controller to read data from both memories first internal and afterwards
external.
VCC
Pin 40 provides supply voltage to the chip. The voltage source is +5V.
GND
Pin 20 is the ground.
XTAL1 and XTAL2
The 8051 has an on-chip oscillator but requires an external clock to run it. Most
often a quartz crystal oscillator connected to inputs XTAL1 (pin 19) and XTAL2 (pin
18). The quartz crystal oscillator connected to XTAL1 and XTAL2 also needs two
capacitors of 30 pF value. One side of each capacitor is connected to the ground as
shown in Circuit diagram.
RST
Pin 9 is the RESET pin. It is an input and is active high (normally low). Upon
applying a high pulse to this pin, the microcontroller will reset and terminate all
activities. This is often referred to as a power-on reset. Activating a power-on reset
will cause all values in the registers to be lost.
When the Microcontroller is powered up, the Program stored in the ROM of
Microcontroller starts executing and microcontroller functions as per the Program. In
this project the Microcontroller keeps on checking the signals are arriving at the input
port and functions as per the program.
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3.1.3 Driver Circuit

Figure 3.3 Driver circuit
ULN2003 is a high voltage and high current Darlington array IC. It contains
seven open collector Darlington pairs with common emitters. A Darlington pair is an
arrangement of two bipolar transistors.
ULN2003 belongs to the family of ULN200X series of ICs. Different versions
of this family interface to different logic families. ULN2003 is for 5V TTL, CMOS
logic devices. These ICs are used when driving a wide range of loads and are used as
relay drivers, display drivers, line drivers etc. ULN2003 is also commonly used while
driving Stepper Motors. Refer Stepper Motor interfacing using ULN2003.
Each channel or Darlington pair in ULN2003 is rated at 500mA and can
withstand peak current of 600mA. The inputs and outputs are provided opposite to each
other in the pin layout. Each driver also contains a suppression diode to dissipate
voltage spikes while driving inductive loads.
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3.1.4 8051 Internal Architecture

Figure 3.4 8051 Internal Architecture.
The 8051 requires an external oscillator circuit. The oscillator circuit usually
runs around 12MHz, although the 8051 (depending on which specific model) is capable
of running at a maximum of 40MHz. Each machine cycle in the 8051 is 12 clock
cycles, giving an effective cycle rate at 1MHz (for a 12MHz clock) to 3.33MHz (for the
maximum 40MHz clock). The oscillator circuit generates the clock pulses so that all
internal operations are synchronized. One machine cycle has 6 states. One state is 2 Tstates. Therefore one machine cycle is 12 T-states. Time to execute an instruction is
found by multiplying C by 12 and dividing product by Crystal frequency.
T=(C*12d)/crystal frequency
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CHAPTER 4

HARDWARE DESCRIPTIONS
4.1 Temperature & Humidity (DHT11)
DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor features a temperature & humidity
sensor complex with a calibrated digital signal output. By using the exclusive digitalsignal-acquisition technique and temperature & humidity sensing technology, it ensures
high reliability and excellent long-term stability. This sensor includes a resistive-type
humidity measurement component and an NTC temperature measurement component,
and connects to a high performance 8-bit microcontroller, offering excellent quality,
fast response, anti-interference ability and cost-effectiveness.

Figure 4.1 DHT11 Connectivity
When MCU sends a start signal, DHT11 changes from the low-powerconsumption mode to the running-mode, waiting for MCU completing the start signal.
Once it is completed, DHT11 sends a response signal of 40-bit data that include the
relative humidity and temperature information to MCU. Users can choose to collect
(read) some data. Without the start signal from MCU, DHT11 will not give the
response signal to MCU. Once data is collected, DHT11 will change to the low powerconsumption mode until it receives a start signal from MCU again.

Figure 4.2 Image for DHT11 Sensor
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DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor features a temperature & humidity
sensor complex with a calibrated digital signal output. Each DHT11 element is strictly
calibrated in the laboratory that is extremely accurate on humidity calibration. The
calibration coefficients are stored as programmes in the OTP memory, which are used
by the sensor’s internal signal detecting process. The single-wire serial interface makes
system integration quick and easy. Its small size, low power consumption and up-to-20
meter signal transmission making it the best choice for various applications, including
those most demanding ones. The component is 4-pin single row pin package. It is
convenient to connect and special packages can be provided according to users’
request. Single-bus data format is used for communication and synchronization
between MCU and DHT11 sensor. One communication process is about 4ms. Data
consists of decimal and integral parts. A complete data transmission is 40bit, and the
sensor sends higher data bit first. Data format: 8bit integral RH data + 8bit decimal RH
data + 8bit integral T data + 8bit decimal T data + 8bit check sum. If the data
transmission is right, the check-sum should be the last 8bit of "8bit integral RH data +
8bit decimal RH data + 8bit integral T data + 8bit decimal T data".

4.2 Power and Pin
DHT11’s power supply is 3-5.5V DC. When power is supplied to the sensor, do
not send any instruction to the sensor in within one second in order to pass the unstable
status. One capacitor valued 100nF can be added between VDD and GND for power
filtering.

4.3 Overall Communication Process
When MCU sends a start signal, DHT11 changes from the low-powerconsumption mode to the running-mode, waiting for MCU completing the start signal.
Once it is completed, DHT11 sends a response signal of 40-bit data that include the
relative humidity and temperature information to MCU. Users can choose to collect
(read) some data. Without the start signal from MCU, DHT11 will not give the
response signal to MCU. Once data is collected, DHT11 will change to the low-powerconsumption mode until it receives a start signal from MCU again.
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Figure 4.3 Overall Communication Process

4.4 MCU Sends out Start Signal to DHT
Data Single-bus free status is at high voltage level. When the communication
between MCU and DHT11 begins, the programme of MCU will set Data Single-bus
voltage level from high to low and this process must take at least 18ms to ensure
DHT’s detection of MCU's signal, then MCU will pull up voltage and wait 20-40us for
DHT’s response.

Figure 4.4 MCU Sends out Start Signal to DHT

4.5 DHT Responses to MCU
Once DHT detects the start signal, it will send out a low-voltage-level response
signal, which lasts 80us. Then the programme of DHT sets Data Single-bus voltage
level from low to high and keeps it for 80us for DHT’s preparation for sending data.
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When DATA Single-Bus is at the low voltage level, this means that DHT is
sending the response signal. Once DHT sent out the response signal, it pulls up voltage
and keeps it for 80us and prepares for data transmission.
When DHT is sending data to MCU, every bit of data begins with the 50us lowvoltage-level and the length of the following high-voltage-level signal determines
whether data bit is "0" or "1".

Figure 4.5 Data "0" Indication

Figure 4.6 Data "1" Indication
If the response signal from DHT is always at high-voltage-level, it suggests that
DHT is not responding properly and please check the connection. When the last bit data
is transmitted, DHT11 pulls down the voltage level and keeps it for 50us. Then the
Single-Bus voltage will be pulled up by the resistor to set it back to the free status.
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4.6 Attentions of Application
(1)

Operating conditions
Applying the DHT11 sensor beyond its working range stated in this datasheet
can result in 3%RH signal shift/discrepancy. The DHT11 sensor can recover to
the calibrated status gradually when it gets back to the normal operating
condition and works within its range.

(2)

Attention to chemical materials
Vapour from chemical materials may interfere with DHT’s sensitive-elements
and debase its sensitivity. A high degree of chemical contamination can
permanently damage the sensor.

(3)

Restoration process when (1) & (2) happen
Step one: Keep the DHT sensor at the condition of Temperature 50~60Celsius,
humidity <10%RH for 2 hours;
Step two:K keep the DHT sensor at the condition of Temperature 20~30Celsius,
humidity
>70%RH for 5 hours.

(4)

Temperature Affect
Relative humidity largely depends on temperature. Although temperature
compensation technology is used to ensure accurate measurement of RH, it is
still strongly advised to keep the humidity and temperature sensors working
under the same temperature. DHT11 should be mounted at the place as far as
possible from parts that may generate heat.

(5)

Light Affect
Long time exposure to strong sunlight and ultraviolet may debase DHT’s
performance.

(6)

Connection wires
The quality of connection wires will affect the quality and distance of
communication and high quality shielding-wire is recommended.
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(7)

Other attentions

*

Welding temperature should be bellow 260Celsius and contact should take less
than 10 seconds.

*

Avoid using the sensor under dew condition.

*

Do not use this product in safety or emergency stop devices or any other
occasion that failure of DHT11 may cause personal injury.

*

Storage: Keep the sensor at temperature 10-40 , humidity <60%RH.

Figure 4.7 Temperature & Humidity Display.

4.7 Features


Full range temperature compensated.



Relative humidity and temperature measurement.



Calibrated digital signal.



Outstanding long-term stability.



Extra components not needed.
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Long transmission distance.



Low power consumption.



4 pins packaged and fully interchangeable.

4.8 LCD Display

Figure 4.8 LCD display
Liquid Crystal Display which is commonly known as Alphanumeric Display
can display Alphabets, Numbers as well as special symbols thus alphabets. Graphic
display has embedded controller for controlling different modes. Controller accepts
commands and data bytes from micro controller.

Figure 4.9 Schematic diagram for LCD Display
LCD display has total 16 pins for interface with processor. RS is instruction or
data select line. This pin is kept high or low by microcontroller to indicate command
instruction or data bytes on data bus db0-db7. Special feature of this LCD module is it
allows reading of data bytes stored in RAM. Pin no. 5 i.e. R/W is used for deciding
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read operation or write operation. Graphic display has RAM memory for storing
characters codes to be displayed on LCD. We have used 16 x 2 Alphanumeric Display
which means on this display we can display two lines with maximum of 16 characters
in one line.

4.9 USB-TTL

Figure 4.10 USB TTL
Single-chip USB to Serial (RS232/RS422/RS485) asynchronous serial data
transfer interface With Fully Compliant with USB Specification v2.0 (Full-Speed)
Integrated USB 1.1 Transceiver and 5V to 3.3V Regulator. Integrated 96MHz clock
generator (No external crystal required).Integrated OTPROM (One-Time Programming
ROM) – no external EEPROM required. For writing and storing customer USB
VID/PID, Serial Number, Product String, and other device startup configurations. (uses
default settings if OTPROM is empty) Supports USB to RS232 Serial UART Interface.
Full-duplex transmitter and receiver (TXD and RXD) Six MODEM control pins (RTS,
CTS, DTR, DSR, DCD, and RI) 5, 6, 7 or 8 data bits Odd, Even, Mark, Space, or None
parity mode. One, one and a half, or two stop bits, Parity error, frame error, and serial
break detection, Programmable baud rate from 75 bps to 12M bps.
External RS232 driver power down control Independent power source for serial
interface Supports RS-422/RS-485 like serial interface (TXD, DTR_N, and RTS_N
pins should be externally pulled-up to 5V) Extensive Flow Control Mechanism
Adjustable high/low watermark level. Automatic hardware flow control with CTS/RTS
or DSR/DTR. Automatic software flow control with XON/XOFF Inbound data buffer
overflow

detection.

Configurable 512-byte bi-directional data buffer , 256-byte

outbound buffer and 256-byte inbound buffer; or 128-byte outbound buffer and 384byte inbound buffer Supports Remote Wake-up from RS232 input pin signals (RI,
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RXD, DSR, DCD, CTS) Four (4) General Purpose I/O (GP0, GP1, GP2, & GP3) pins
and Four (4) Auxiliary General Purpose I/O (RI_N, DSR_N, DCD_N, & CTS_N) pins.
Supports Windows Selective Suspend by OTPROM configuration (Enable Remote
Wakeup) Suspends power of chip when idle (COM port is closed) Provides royalty-free
USB to Virtual COM Port drivers for Windows, Mac, Linux, Android.

Figure 4.11 Module for UART to USB

4.10 DC Water Pump 12v
DC 12V 1A Powerful Micro Brushless Magnetic Amphibious Appliance Water
Pump Pump motor DC brushless motor, no spark of work. Pump starting current, high
efficiency, stable and reliable operation, low power. Consumption, energy saving,
environmental protection. Pump motor shaft with high degree of wear-resistant ceramic
shaft, continuous service life of 20,000 hours or more. Pumps can be amphibious.
Specification : Rated voltage : DC12V. Current : 1.05A. Flow : 550L / h. Noise : 35dB
(0.5 meters). Fluid temperature range of 0 to 65°C. Size : 8cm x 5cm Diameter of
Outlet : 10mm Package Includes : 1 x DC 12V Powerful Water Pump.
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Figure 4.12 DC water pump
A pump is a device that moves fluids (liquids or gases), or sometimes slurries,
by mechanical action. Pumps can be classified into three major groups according to the
method they use to move the fluid: direct lift, displacement, and gravity pumps.
Pumps operate by some mechanism (typically reciprocating or rotary), and
consume energy to perform mechanical work by moving the fluid. Pumps operate via
many energy sources, including manual operation, electricity, engines, or wind power,
come in many sizes, from microscopic for use in medical applications to large
industrial pumps. Mechanical pumps serve in a wide range of applications such as
pumping water from wells, aquarium filtering, pond filtering and aeration, in the car
industry for water-cooling and fuel injection, in the energy industry for pumping oil
and natural gas or for operating cooling towers. In the medical industry, pumps are
used for biochemical processes in developing and manufacturing medicine, and as
artificial replacements for body parts, in particular the artificial heart and penile
prosthesis. Single stage pump - When in a casing only one impeller is revolving then it
is called single stage pump. Double/ Multi stage pump - When in a casing two or more
than two impellers are revolving then it is called double/ multi stage pump. In biology,
many different types of chemical and bio-mechanical pumps have evolved, and bio
mimicry is sometimes used in developing new types of mechanical pumps.
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Features
•

Super long working life(more than 30000 hours)

•

Adopt high performance ceramic shaft

•

Amphibious design

•

Submersible installation and entirely waterproof

•

low consumption

•

low noise(less than35db)

4.11 Soil Moisture Sensor
This sensor can be used to test the moisture of soil, when the soil is having
water shortage, the module output is at high level, else the output is at low level. By
using this sensor one can automatically water the flower plant, or any other plants
requiring automatic watering technique. Module triple output mode, digital output is
simple, analog output more accurate, serial output with exact readings.

Figure 4.13 soil sensor
The use of soil moisture sensors helps growers with irrigation scheduling by
providing information about when and how much to water. This provides for efficient
use of water; enough to meet crop needs without applying excess or too little water.
Excessive irrigation increases the cost of production from additional pumping costs and
fertilizer lost to runoff and leaching. It can also decrease yields from water logging and
leaching of soil nutrients. Excessive runoff can sometimes be harmful to the
environment if fertilizers and pesticides moved to sensitive environments. Underwatering results in plant stress which can reduce yield and crop quality. This fact sheet
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introduces several soil water monitoring options that, when used correctly, can help
growers avoid over and under watering. The use of soil moisture sensors requires an
understanding of soil moisture depletion, available soil water, and irrigation
application. Understanding some basic terms, definitions and concepts will help you
make irrigation management choices. Below are some general soil moisture definitions:
•

Saturation: At saturation all pore space in the soil is filled with water, no air.
Most agriculture soils have between 40 and 50 percent (4.8 to 6 inches per foot)
voids (pore space) that are filled with water and/or air.

•

Field Capacity: Soil water content after water has drained by gravity. Field
capacity of most agriculture soils ranges between 20 and 45 percent by volume
(2.4 to 5.4 inches per foot).

•

Permanent Wilting Point: Soil water content when plants or crops cannot obtain
water from the soil. Permanent wilting point ranges between 7 (sand) and 24
(clay) percent by volume (0.8 and 2.9 inches per foot) for most agriculture soils.

•

Available (Usable) Water: The soil water content between field capacity and
permanent wilting point. Although plants can utilize the water, plant stress
occurs as soil water content approaches permanent wilting point.

•

Allowable Depletion: The soil water content available to crops without causing
stress that impacts yield or crop quality. The allowable depletion is dependent
on crop type, crop growth stage, and climate. Allowable depletion can range
between 25 percent of available water for crops very sensitive to small changes
in soil moisture to over 50 percent of available water for crops that are less
sensitive to water stress.

•

Dry Bulk Density: The oven-dried weight of soil in a known volume of fieldextracted sample (e.g., using the sample length and diameter from a sampling
tube).

•

Soil Porosity: The pore volume of soil divided by the total volume of a soil
sample.
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Soil Water Monitoring

Figure 4.14 Soil moisture installation and Reading Graph
There are several ways to monitor soil water, with varying costs and accuracy.
Although it is common for growers to estimate soil moisture by feel, appearance, or
time between irrigation events, soil moisture can be more accurately and effectively
monitored using a variety of commercially available soil moisture monitoring systems.
The effectiveness of the monitoring system is dependent upon proper placement and
installation. The sensors or sampling should be in locations that represent the overall
field, garden, or landscape. Avoid placing sensors where there are variations due to
shade, nearby structures, or at the top of a hill or bottom of a depression. Since there is
significant variation across fields, it is recommended that several sensor locations be
used for large fields. Consider soil type, plant distribution, and irrigation when placing
the sensors or sampling. Sensors need to be properly installed and have good contact
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with the soil. After installing the sensor, firmly pack the soil around it, avoiding
excessive compaction. When placing sensors or access tubes in a growing crop, care
should be taken not to injure plants at the installation site. If the crop is grown on
plastic mulch, place the sensor under the plastic for readings that reflect what the plant
roots are experiencing. Bury sensors in the root zone of the crop (typically in the top 12
to 18 inches). For row crops, sensors should be installed 2 to 3 inches away from the
plant row. The six common soil monitoring systems are: gravimetric, porous blocks,
neutron probes, dielectric sensors, tensiometers, and heat dissipation. The systems
provide indirect measurements (measure a property of the soil water and then calibrate
to a soil water term) of soil water except for the gravimetric method. Porous blocks,
dielectric sensors and tensiometers can be set to record automatically and even trigger
irrigation.
Features



Sensitivity adjustable.



Has fixed bolt hole, convenient installation.



Threshold level can be configured.



Module triple output mode, digital output is simple, analog output more
accurate, serial output with exact readings.

Applications



Agriculture



Landscape irrigation

Specifications
Parameter

:

Value

Operating Voltage

:

+5v dc regulated

Soil moisture

:

Digital value is indicated by out pin
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Pin Details
Pin

Name

Details

1

out

Active high output

2

+5v

Power supply

3

gnd

Power supply gnd

4

rx

receiver

5

tx

transmitter

6

gnd

Power supply gnd

Using The Sensor



Connect +5v to pin 2 and ground to pin 5 and 6.



Pin 4 and 5 should be connected to particular transmitter and receiver pin of
controller.



Output pin may be connected to any port pins and can be used to any
application.

Working
Soil moisture sensors measure the water content in soil. A soil moisture probe is
made up of multiple soil moisture sensors. One common type of soil moisture sensors
in commercial use is a Frequency domain sensor such as a capacitance sensor. Another
sensor, the neutron moisture gauge, utilize the moderator properties of water for
neutrons.
Soil moisture content may be determined via its effect on dielectric constant by
measuring the capacitance between two electrodes implanted in the soil. Where soil
moisture is predominantly in the form of free water (e.g., in sandy soils), the dielectric
constant is directly proportional to the moisture content. The probe is normally given a
frequency excitation to permit measurement of the dielectric constant. The readout
from the probe is not linear with water content and is influenced by soil type and soil
temperature. Therefore, careful calibration is required and long-term stability of the
calibration is questionable.
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In This sensor We are using 2 Probes to be dipped into the Soil



As per Moisture We will get Analoug Output variations from 0.60volts - 5volts



Input Voltage 5V DC

4.12 Rain Sensor

Figure 4.15 Rain sensor
Description
The rain sensor module is an easy tool for rain detection. It can be used as a
switch when raindrop falls through the raining board and also for measuring rainfall
intensity. The module features, a rain board and the control board that is separate for
more convenience, power indicator LED and an adjustable sensitivity though a
potentiometer.
The analog output is used in detection of drops in the amount of rainfall.
Connected to 5V power supply, the LED will turn on when induction board has no rain
drop, and DO output is high. When dropping a little amount water, DO output is low,
the switch indicator will turn on. Brush off the water droplets, and when restored to the
initial state, outputs high level.
Specifications



Adopts high quality of RF-04 double sided material.



Area: 5cm x 4cm nickel plate on side,
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Anti-oxidation, anti-conductivity, with long use time;



Comparator output signal clean waveform is good, driving ability, over 15mA;



Potentiometer adjust the sensitivity;



Working voltage 5V;



Output format: Digital switching output (0 and 1) and analog voltage output
AO;



With bolt holes for easy installation;



Small board PCB size: 3.2cm x 1.4cm;



Uses a wide voltage LM393 comparator.

Pin Configuration

Figure 4.16 power indicator sensitivity adjustment
1.

VCC: 5V DC

2.

GND: ground

3.

DO: high/low output

4.

AO: analog output
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Schematic Diagram

Figure 4.17 Schematic Diagram
Testing Results
The serial monitor shows the results when the raining module was soaked with
water. Based on the amount of water, the analog output can read different levels of
amount of water drop.

As water is continuously dropped to the module,
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Figure 4.18 Testing result

4.13 Relay Coil

RLY1
9VSPDT

Relay switch shown in the image above consists of five terminals. Two
terminals are used to give the input DC voltage also known as the operating voltage of
the relay. Relays are available in different operating voltages like 6V, 12V, 24V etc.
The rest of the three terminals are used to connect the high voltage AC circuit. The
terminals are called Common, Normally Open (NO) and Normally Closed (NC).
Relays are available in various types & categories and in order to identify the correct
configuration of the output terminals, it is best to see the data sheet or manual. You can
also identify the terminals using a multimeter and at times it is printed on the relay
itself.
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Relay is one of the most important electromechanical devices highly used in
industrial applications specifically in automation. A relay is used for electronic to
electrical interfacing i.e. it is used to switch on or off electrical circuits operating at
high AC voltage using a low DC control voltage. A relay generally has two parts, a coil
which operates at the rated DC voltage and a mechanically movable switch. The
electronic and electrical circuits are electrically isolated but magnetically connected to
each other; hence any fault on either side does not affect the other side.
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CHAPTER 5

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTIONS
5.1 SQL Server
SQL is a language to operate databases; it includes database creation, deletion,
fetching rows, modifying rows, etc. SQL is an ANSI (American National Standards
Institute) standard language, but there are many different versions of the SQL language.
What is SQL?
SQL is Structured Query Language, which is a computer language for storing,
manipulating and retrieving data stored in a relational database.
SQL is the standard language for Relational Database System. All the
Relational Database Management Systems (RDMS) like MySQL, MS Access, Oracle,
Sybase, Informix, Postgres and SQL Server use SQL as their standard database
language.
Also, they are using different dialects, such as:



MS SQL Server using T-SQL



Oracle using PL/SQL



MS Access version of SQL is called JET SQL (native format) etc.

Why SQL?
SQL is widely popular because it offers the following advantages: Allows users
to access data in the relational database management systems.



Allows users to describe the data.



Allows users to define the data in a database and manipulate that data.



Allows to embed within other languages using SQL modules, libraries & precompilers.



Allows users to create and drop databases and tables.
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Allows users to create view, stored procedure, functions in a database.



Allows users to set permissions on tables, procedures and views.

SQL Process
When you are executing an SQL command for any RDBMS, the system
determines the best way to carry out your request and SQL engine figures out how to
interpret the task. There are various components included in this process.
These components are



Query Dispatcher



Optimization Engines



Classic Query Engine



SQL Query Engine, etc.
A classic query engine handles all the non-SQL queries, but a SQL query

engine won't handle logical files.
Following is a simple diagram showing the SQL Architecture:

Figure 5.1 SQL Architecture
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SQL Commands
The standard SQL commands to interact with relational databases are CREATE,
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE and DROP. These commands can be
classified into the following groups based on their nature:
DDL - Data Definition Language

Table 5.1 DDL - Data Definition Language
DML - Data Manipulation Language

Table 5.2 DML - Data Manipulation Language
DCL - Data Control Language

Table 5.3 DCL - Data Control Language
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATION
1.

Soil, medium, and water monitoring.
a)

Monitor soil/media for pH, conductivity, temperature, humidity etc. for
the best growing conditions.

b)

Monitor water quality including pH, conductivity, temperature,
dissolved oxygen etc.

c)
2.

View historically stored data and produce graphs to view trends.

Microclimate monitoring.
a)

Use sensors to monitor environmental aspects such as temperature,
relative, humidity.

b)
3.

Rain monitoring.
a)

4.

View historically stored data and produce graphs to view trends.

Use sensor to pump water automatically.

Updating sensor information to cloud using IOT.
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CHAPTER 8

BENEFITS OF IOT IN AGRICULTURE
The following are the benefits of IOT applications in agriculture:
1.

Improvement in the use efficiency of inputs (Soil, Water, Fertilizers, Pesticides,
etc)

2.

Reduced cost of production

3.

Increased profitability

4.

Sustainability

5.

Food safety

6.

Protection of the environment.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION
With the Internet of Things, single farmers may be able to deliver the crops
directly to the consumers not only in a small region like in direct marketing or shops
but in a wider area. This will change the whole supply chain which is mainly in the
hand of large companies, now, but can change to a more direct, shorter chain between
producers and consumers. Cloud Computing would enable corporate sector to provide
all the necessary services at affordable cost to farmers in rural areas.
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